
Without effective tools to analyze increasing volumes of data created by modern communications, case 

teams are facing an uphill battle with limited time and resources.  Sightline deeply integrates analytics-

driven tools into the everyday user experience so users can finally begin to realize signficant efficiency and 

quality benefits in their workflows.

Analytics in Sightline
Leverage the power of analytics to achieve higher quality and lower costs

technology

For more information: 

consilio.com/sightline

sightline@consilio.com

Use analytics in Sightline immediately without processing delays

Visualize and action documents by conceptual relationship

Conduct smarter reviews, intuitively organizing assignments to promote coding speed and quality 

Email threading, textual near dupe and conceptual analytics included in every standard license
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Built In, Not Added On

We include email threading, textual near dupe and conceptual 

analytics in every standard Sightline license.  Every document 

that is ingested into Sightline is fully analyzed.  The end result: 

every aspect of the culling, prioritization, review, QC and 

production experience leverages analytics to help clients solve 

their early case, investigatory and review challenges…without 

compromises.

Leverage the Work Product You Know

Kicking off an investigation, 

case teams often don’t know 

what they don’t know.  Sightline 

is designed to provide quick 

insights into a document 

set’s composition so teams 

can structure their next steps 

quickly.  Using key documents 

as a starting point, Sightline’s 

Categorization: Find More Like 

These finds related documents 

quickly and effortlessly.

Kicking off an investigation, case teams often don’t know what they don’t know.  

Sightline is designed to provide quick insights into a document set’s composition 

so teams can structure their next steps quickly.  Using key documents as a starting 

point, Sightline’s Categorization: Find More Like These finds related documents 

quickly and effortlessly.
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Understand and Act on Documents by Concept

Analytics Superpowers Not Included

Sightline allows case teams to analyze large volumes of documents by conceptual relevance.  Because 

documents are preprocessed, this analysis occurs quickly without the wait times typical of other 

analytics software.  Conceptually-related documents are then available to refine with additional keyword 

searches, identify hot documents of interest or prioritize the review.

Analytics tools can be activated in the document review experience, providing reviewers with ability to 

review and code more efficiently.

1. Select and Filter Documents to Analyze 2. Zoom Into Selected Clusters 3. Select Clusters of Documents and Act

Run cluster analysis on any selected sub-

population of documents – identified in a 

search result set or a folder.

Drill into clusters to look at sub-clusters or 

overlay heat maps to see where documents of 

interest live within the visualization

Select multiple clusters of interest into the 

selection cart and take action – tag them, 

folder them, assign them for review

Contact a Sightline 
Solutions Expert at: 

consilio.com/sightline
sightline@consilio.com

Ready to learn more?
Schedule a brief demo of the platform or discuss 

how to get started using Sightline for your 

project or matter.
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